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TYPICAL Specification
N10 GENERAL FIXTURES/FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT
300 ENTRANCE MATTING / 40 MISCELLANEOUS FITTINGS
Reference:

MD7000 STRATOS Aluminium Grid Entrance Matting

Height:

11mm or 17mm

Infill Colours available:

Black, grey, anthracite, blue, green, olive, natural, beige, brown, burgundy, red, tan.

Installation:

Recessed in matwell or surface-laid with ramping frame.

DETAILED Specification
Reference:

MD7000 STRATOS Aluminium Grid Entrance Matting

Conformity:

Manufactured to ISO9002 Standard. Conforms to current BS8300 DDA regulations.

Grid construction:

Aluminium - minimum 80% recycled content in closed construction format.

Yarn:

Polypropylene

Total height (select as required):

11mm or 17mm

Module Size:

STRATOS panels are manufactured specifically to customer requirements. Panels widths up to 4000mm
left to right as required.

Wiper colour options:

Black, anthracite, grey, blue, green, olive, brown, beige, natural, burgundy, red, tan.

Fire rating:

Hot Metal Nut BS4790: 1987 (1996)

Installation:

Recessed in matwell or surface-laid with ramping frame.

Description
STRATOS is a primary matting system for specification in commercial applications where the removal of footborne and wheeled-in soilage at
entranceways is essential in retail stores, airports, shopping centres, schools and hospitals. STRATOS will withstand heavy and wheeled traffic use.
The matting can be supplied in single width panels of up to 4000mm for a seamless appearance and can easily be supplied to the most demanding
design requirement.
The modules may be surface laid or recess fitted as required. All contact strips are easily replaceable for refurbishment purposes.
The wiper material is also available in sheet form as a secondary barrier matting system to complement and coordinate with the STRATOS primary
matting system.
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